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Abstract 

 
Usage of locational data is getting more popular day by day. Location-aware 

application, context aware application and Ubiquities applications are some of the major 

categories of applications which are based on locational data.  

One of the most concerning issues regarding such applications is how to protect 

user’s privacy against malicious attackers. Failing in this task would result in a total 

failure for the project, considering how privacy concerns are getting more and more 

important for the end users. 

In this project, we will propose a theoretical solution for protecting user privacy in 

location-based application against inference attacks. Our solution is based on 

categorizing target users into pre-defined groups (a. k. a. Personas) and utilizing their 

common characteristics in order to synthesize access control rules for the collected data. 
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1 Introduction 

The emergence of location-based computing has led to lots of useful and compelling 

applications. But, it also raises very severe privacy risks. This master thesis deals with 

addressing some of the main privacy issues regarding location-based systems. 

 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

The concept of privacy appears in the literature of several disciplines – psychology, 

sociology, political science, law, architecture, and recently information technology – but its 

meaning and definition varies widely. Some definitions of privacy emphasize more on 

seclusion, withdrawal, and avoidance of interaction. On the other hand, some other thinkers 

such as Westin, Rapoport, and Ittels give broader definitions of privacy which deal with 

privacy as a more dynamic and bilateral  concept. Irwin Altman[1] draws his privacy 

framework based on the latter group of definitions and define the privacy as “selective control 

of access to the self or to one’s group” [1]. In Altman's framework, privacy is a dialectic and 

dynamic process of boundary-regulation which is aimed to achieve some ideal level of self 

and others interactions.  

Based on Altman's conceptual framework for privacy Palen and Dourish [2] define a three 

dimensional privacy management model for socio-technical environments. Their work can be 

considered as the first milestone in theorizing privacy with respect to new technologies such 

as IT.  

Iachello and Hong[3] have summarized the results of researches about privacy issues in  

human-computer interaction (HCI) in their paper. Their work is a comprehensive review of 

what has been done regarding privacy and privacy issues in the IT and more specifically in 

HCI. Based on the previous works in this field they have contributed by summarizing, 

categorizing, and finally concluding different aspects of privacy in HCI. One of the most 

important parts of their work is where they distinguish data protection and personal privacy. 

They define data protection as “management of personally identifiable information, typically 

by governments or commercial entities” and personal privacy as “how people manage their 

privacy with respect to other individuals” [3]. Although these definitions can be used as a 

good guideline in understanding user's privacy concerns and also designing and implementing 
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privacy protection mechanisms, it should be mentioned that there is no concrete border 

between them and they merge and intersect each other in many aspects.  

Location-based systems, which are based on the idea of tracking people using some sort of 

technological footprints such as GPS records or base stations visited by a cell-phone, have 

been introduced and largely used in recent years. These systems can benefit users in different 

ways; from finding colleagues in an office to live traffic monitoring, and from inferring the 

availability of seats in a nearby coffee shop to estimating the arrival time of a bus. Naturally, 

all of these systems collect lots of locational information from each user. The main privacy 

concern here is the fact that these data should be protected from being misused by any 

possible malicious user or organization. The typical kind of privacy threats against location-

based systems is often some sort of inference attack. Krumm [4] defines inference attacks as 

“analyzing data in order to illegitimately gain knowledge about a subject” [4]. The main issue 

here is that it may be possible to infer different kinds of information such as user identity or 

subject's home address from the collected locational data. With respect to Iachello and Hong's 

work [3], protecting the locational data against inference attacks is mostly a data protection 

procedure. However, one can successfully implement such a mechanism with having 

knowledge about privacy concerns of the users. In other words, which knowledge should be 

impossible to be obtained by inferring the collected locational data, and here is where the data 

protection perspective intersects personal privacy.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

Protecting the locational data against inference attacks has been a subject in lots of 

scientific and technical debates over the last few years. Several researches have been 

conducted in order to simulate different types of inference attacks, measure the severity of 

each attack, and also to suggest solutions to protect the data against them. The majority of 

work done in the field of protecting locational data against inference attacks is related to how 

to collect user's locational data in order to decrease the occurrence possibility of inference 

attacks. Anonymity set, K-anonymity, and more recently mix zones introduced by Beresford 

and Stajano [5] are all examples of how to make some restrictions in the procedure of 

collecting user's whereabouts.  

We are going to contribute in this field by indicating how it is possible to protect locational 

data against inference attacks after being collected. We emphasize on the post-hoc nature of 

our project. We are not as concerned with the technology or the theory of how the data is 
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collected, but rather primary focus is on treating the collected data considerately. Trace 

collection can range in a spectrum with two extremes of: completely anonymous traces, and 

traces with additional tag which makes them personally identifiable. The latter means that 

having this personally identifiable tags one can link two different traces in two different 

points of time to a specific individual with very high certainty, (and finding the identity of this 

specific individual is the ultimate goal of the attack). An example of such a personally 

identifiable tag could be people's cell phone number (when tracking people using their cell 

phone), or vehicle's license plate numbers (when tracking people using traffic cameras in the 

street). A median point in this spectrum is when you have a collection of fully anonymous 

traces together with another collection containing demographical information (e.g. age, 

gender, Zip Code, income, etc.) about people. Using the demographical data it is possible to 

categorize the anonymous traces, which in result increase the likelihood of success of the 

attack. Altogether, the question that finally we would like to answer is: 

Having a database containing locational data of several users, which have been 

gathered without any specific inference countermeasures, how and under which 

circumstances are inference attacks highly unlikely to be successful, if not impossible? 

1.3 Goal 

Specifying different personas and different variables dominating those personas, we would 

like to make a theoretical estimate on the likelihood of success of an inference attack with aim 

of identifying people using a gathered collection of traces (space-time paths). The ultimate 

goal of this project is to see how possible it is to protect privacy of people involved in one 

location based application, by applying some rules governing the access to the gathered data. 

In other words, we would like to theoretically describe a new approach in privacy enforcing 

which deals with ensuring the privacy of users involved after that the location data is actually 

gathered. The importance of this project is in its post-hoc nature which gives it advantage 

over other approaches which deal with the privacy issues inactively: just by reducing the 

capture rate or not saving parts of the location data. 

1.4 Purpose 

Collecting a large number of individuals’ whereabouts and organizing all the data into a 

segmented database can be of different applications in various contexts. The only obstacle 

that has slowed down all the attempts towards developing large scale location-based systems 
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is the privacy issues of the individuals whose data is being collected. Assuring people about 

having efficient and effective privacy enforcement solutions and inference attack 

countermeasures in place is the first step towards emergence of truly useful location-based 

systems. The ultimate purpose of this project could be to make some guidelines on how to 

develop a system handling locational information of real people without jeopardizing their 

private life whatsoever. 

1.5 Method 

In order to address the problem indicated above, it was necessary to perform a 

comprehensive research on the related literature to specify the main characteristics of 

inference attacks and also the main privacy concerns related to the user's personal privacy.  

According to the theoretical nature of the project, we decided to utilize a hypothetical 

database containing locational data of high number of individuals as our basic  

knowledge base. The database will contain two data sets concerning individuals: geophysical 

data that will allow for the construction of the space-time paths; and basic demographic 

information. The eventual goal is to create a dataset with individuals' basic activities 

annotated with demographic information about them. For example places where people are 

stationary will be identified, along with their movements, all of which will then have basic 

demographic data added to it. No information identifying individuals beyond the demographic 

data will be stored. This should mean that it will not be possible to determine with certainty 

that a particular path sequence originates from a particular individual.  

As the next step we would like to have some estimation on the likelihood of having 

successful inference attacks on the data. Determining the major week points which would 

allow the attacks to being taken place, we will try to induce a set of rules governing the access 

to the database.  This will happen through definition of a set of well-defined personas for the 

people interacting with the application. In other words, we are going to have a sort of access 

control (authorization) perspective on privacy. 

Obviously, the method we are using here is some sort of inductive reasoning. Since, we 

will try to show how applying our induced set of rules (through the defined personas) can help 

the application to take care of the basic privacy issues of the people involved. This means that 

the result of this project can easily be falsified under some circumstances. The important issue 

here is that our result doesn’t have to be an always true fact. Instead, we are trying to achieve 

a good enough theory that helps designers and developers of privacy sensitive location-based 
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systems to have better understanding of the issues, and enlightens them with some possible 

counter measures. 

1.6 Audience 

 The target audience of this thesis is mainly the researchers in the field of location-based 

computing and ubiquitous computing, and scientists interested in the notion of privacy and 

issues regarding protecting one’s privacy concerns. Designers and developers of location-

based systems are the other possible target audience of this thesis. 

1.7 Limitations 

The primary limitation regarding this project was the lack of any kind of database 

containing locational and demographical data of a large number of people. Although, there are 

national and international organizations that collect and organize such databases, none of 

them was accessible for us. On the other hand, databases accessible via Internet were not 

comprehensive enough for our purpose. Therefore, we decided to utilize a completely 

hypothetical database which can serve all the needs of the project. Obviously, we will 

describe and define the database according to the standards. 

The secondary limitation of the project was due to the large scale of the topic and the 

amount of research needed to cover all aspects of the problem. Therefore, implementing the 

solution, even in a prototype size, would be extraordinarily time and resource consuming, and 

out of scope of this project. Due to this fact, we decided to make the project a general 

theoretical solution for the problem, and contribute in the field by suggesting our solution.  
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2 Background 

2.1 What is privacy? 

Although the concept of privacy appears in the literature of several disciplines such as 

psychology, sociology, and recently information technology, but its meaning and definition 

varies widely. Some scholars use definitions of privacy with more emphasizes on seduction, 

withdrawal, and avoidance of interaction. At this point of view, to have privacy means to have 

as less interactions as possible with others; privacy is the right of a person to be left alone.  

2.1.1 How to Define Privacy? 

As it has been mentioned before, there is no accurate and agreed upon definition for 

privacy among thinkers of different principles. But, there are similar characteristics in most of 

these different definitions with different approaches to privacy, which makes it possible to 

categorize them. According to Altman’s “The Environment and Social Behavior”, there are 

two general ways of defining privacy, and most of the scientists and researchers in the area of 

privacy tend to use either of these ways. First group of scientists define privacy with more 

emphasize on isolation, seclusion, withdrawal, and avoidance of interactions, the less 

interaction with outside the more privacy you have. For Instance: 

“A value to be oneself-relief from pressure a pressures of the presence 

of others” [6] 

Or: 

“Avoiding interaction and intrusion by means of visual, auditory, etc. 

channels and combinations thereof” [7] 

The other point of view defines privacy with more dynamic and dialectic nature. 

These group of privacy definitions emphasizes the control of openness of the self to 

others and freedom of choice regarding personal accessibility. As an example: 

“Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups and institutions to determine for 

themselves, when, how and to what extent information about them is 

communicated to others.” [8] 

Or: 
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“… the right of the individual to decide what information about himself should be 

communicated to others and under what conditions” [1] 

Altman himself uses this line of thinking and introduces his simple but important definition 

of privacy as: “privacy as the selective control of access to self or the group” [1]. I would 

like to add that this kind of privacy definition which considers the dynamic, dialectic and 

optimization nature of privacy has been used as the basic guideline in the IT literature. 

2.1.2 Conceptual Model for Privacy 

Altman defines a four dimensional conceptual model for privacy which has been mostly 

used as a guideline for analyzing privacy in IT privacy literature. In this section I am going to 

briefly describe Altman’s conceptual model for privacy.  Altman’s model consists of four 

elements each defining some specific aspect of privacy [1]: 

1. Units of Privacy: this aspect of privacy deals with the fact that privacy as an 

interpersonal event, involves relationships among people. Person-to-person, person-

to-group, group-to-person, or group-to-group social units can be involved. 

2. The Dialectic Nature of Privacy: Like all other social interactions privacy is a 

continuing interplay or dialectic between forces, driving people to come together 

and to move apart. Thus, in comparison with first type of privacy definitions, 

privacy is not solely a “keep-out” or “let-in” process. The idea of privacy as a 

dialectic process means that there is a balancing of opposing forces – to be open 

and accessible to others and to be shut off or closed to others – and the net strength 

of these forces changes over time. As a result the extent of being accessible for a 

person changes over time based on different factors. In other words, sometimes one 

wants to have more or less contacts with others. The dialectic idea indicates the 

desired level of privacy for a person at a time under different personal and 

environmental conditions. 

3. The Optimization Nature of Privacy: the main idea here is based on the desired 

level of privacy indicated by dialectic nature of privacy.  Too much or too little 

privacy is unsatisfactory. Therefore, individuals or groups at each point of time 

seek for varying optimal levels of privacy. The optimization nature of privacy deals 

with the efforts of people to adjust their actual level of privacy based on the desired 

level of privacy, at each point of time. The optimization idea also deals with the 

deviations form the ideal (desired) privacy. 
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4. Privacy as a Boundary-Regulation Process: in order to satisfy the optimization 

nature of privacy, which is to reach the ideal privacy, individuals and groups use 

the notion of boundaries or barriers to control the self-access by others. The 

concept of boundary is a distinction between self and non-self. Therefore, privacy 

is an interpersonal-boundary regulation process, whereby accessibility and 

openness-closeness of a person or group is regulated as circumstances change. Two 

of the more important boundary regulation processes are: 

• Desired and Achieved Privacy: privacy can be viewed from two different 

perspectives of desired privacy (a personally defined ideal level of 

interaction that a person or group desires) and achieved privacy (achieved 

amount of actual interaction with others which may or may not match with 

the desired privacy). When achieved privacy is less than desired privacy it 

means more contacts have occurred that was desired. Such situations are 

typically labelled as intrusion, invasion of privacy, or crowding. When 

achieved privacy is greater than desired privacy it means less contacts have 

occurred than was desired. Such situations are called boredom, loneliness, 

or isolation. 

• Input and Output Processes: Altman’s framework also hypothesizes a two 

way privacy involving control over both inputs and outputs. In order to 

achieve the desired privacy one should control both inputs and outputs. In 

other words, one opens the self-boundaries and let others to enter the 

personal spaces and also sometimes one needs to manage output processes 

to gain access to others in order to achieve the desired privacy. As an 

example, when a person telephones another person. 

Finally, I would like to mention that people attempt to implement desired level of privacy 

by applying different privacy mechanisms. Privacy mechanisms range from verbal,  

non-verbal (i.e. body language), and environmental (personal space, territorial means) to 

cultural privacy mechanisms [1]. 

2.1.3 Privacy Management Model for Networked World 

As Altman theorizes, privacy is not only about setting rules and enforcing them, rather it is 

the continual management of boundaries with respect to the dialectic and dynamic nature of 

the privacy. Palen and Dourish [2] define a model consisting of three boundaries which are 
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completely affected by information technology. In fact, IT can play multiple roles regarding 

privacy. IT has the ability to disrupt or interrupt the process of boundary regulation. While On 

the other hand, it can form part of the context in which the process of boundary maintenance 

is conducted. As it has been mentioned before, this modelling can be considered as the first 

milestone in theorizing privacy with respect to new technologies such as IT.  The three 

boundaries affected by IT are [2]: 

1. The Disclosure Boundary: Privacy and Publicity: maintaining a degree of privacy 

or closedness will often require some disclosure of personal information or 

whereabouts. For instance, “the choice to walk down public streets rather than 

darkened back alleys is a mean of protecting personal safety by living publicly. 

Furthermore, active participation in the networked world requires disclosure of 

information. In exchange for the convenience of shopping on-line, we choose to 

disclose personal identity information for transactional purposes” [2]. Problems 

emerge when participation in the networked world is not deliberate, or when the 

bounds of identity definition are not within one's total control. 

2. The Identity Boundary: Self and Other: it is the boundary between self and others. 

Privacy as a dynamic process of boundary regulation consists of interactions 

between self and others. The fundamental problem of information technology 

regarding interaction is mediation. In the everyday world, we experience relatively 

unfettered access to each other. But in the networked world and in the cyber 

(virtual) worlds rather than interact directly with another person, we interact with a 

representation of the person which acts as a proxy. Therefore, interactions can go 

wrong when what is conveyed through the technological mediation is not what is 

intended. 

3. Temporal Boundary: Past, Present, and Future: Based on the dialectic nature of the 

privacy, the critical observation here is that specific instances of information 

disclosure are not isolated from each other. Past actions are a backdrop against 

which current actions are played. Our response to situations of potential 

information disclosure in the present is likely to draw upon or react to similar 

responses in the past. This should be emphasized that we do not blindly act in the 

same way every time. Because, if this were true then the dynamic nature of the 

privacy would have been compromised. But, still there are personal habits and 

privacy patterns that are used in common cases. Technologies ability to easily 
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distribute information and make ephemeral information persistent affects the 

temporal nature of disclosure. In other words, future uses of information disclosed 

by the person are out of his control.   

2.2 Privacy and IT 

 In this section I want to go into more details about the relation between privacy and IT 

literature. In fact, privacy issues have been debated extensively in the IT literature, and as it 

has been mentioned before, Palen and Dourish’s work is the most important milestone in this 

field. 

2.2.1 User privacy in Human-Computer Interaction 

Iachello et al. [3] have summarized research on the topic of privacy in HCI in their paper. 

Their work is a comprehensive review of what has been done regarding privacy and privacy 

issues in the IT and more specifically in HCI. I am going to mention some of the most 

important issues addressed by this article which I think are of high importance for this project. 

Obviously, their work can be subject to lots of debates and can be used as a well-formed basis 

for any further research in the area. 

2.2.1.1 Data Protection and Personal Privacy 

Data Protection a.k.a. informational self-determination refers to the management of 

personally identifiable information, typically by governments. Here, the focus is on protecting 

such data form being misused by regulating how, when, and for what purpose data can be 

collected, used, and disclosed. In contrast, personal privacy describes how people manage 

their privacy with respect to other individuals (i.e. location tracking systems which use the 

user information to simulate the traffic and suggest better routings in comparison with 

systems such as Active Badge [9] which locates people in some place and help other 

individuals to find the person).  

Surprisingly, “research results show that an application that tracked the location of the user 

to inform friends was perceived more invasive by the users than an application that only 

reacted to the location of the user to set interface operating parameters, such as ringtone 

volume” [3] [33].  In this project, we are going to use a combination of data protection and 

personal privacy ideas in order to solve the problem and achieve our goal. 
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2.2.1.2  Principled Views and Common Interests  

The principled view sees privacy as a fundamental right of all humans. In contrast, 

communitarian view emphasizes the common interest and suggests a utilitarian view of 

privacy where individual rights may be compromised to benefit the society at large. The latter 

is the perspective used by all designers and developers of ubiquitous applications. In this 

scenario people may loose some privacy by sharing a portion of personal and private 

information such as location information with reference to the actual needs that are satisfied 

by the technology. Iachello et al. suggest that purposefulness is a fundamental aspect of 

privacy for users. “That is, users accept potential privacy risks if they believe that the 

application will provide value either for them or to some other people” [3] [31]. Therefore, it 

is important to emphasize that the value proposition of the technology is an extremely 

important factor in tempting people to compromise some extent of their privacy. In other 

words, it is reasonably unwise to sacrifice personal privacy when there is no result in doing 

so. 

2.2.1.3 User Segmentation based on Privacy Concerns 

Based on a survey conducted by Westin [10] we can segment people based on their privacy 

concerns into three major groups: Fundamentalists (15%-25%) who are most concern about 

privacy and believe that personal information is not handled securely and responsibly by the 

commercial organizations. Unconcerned (15%-25%) individuals believe that sufficient 

safeguards are in place and therefore are not worried about the privacy. Pragmatists (40%-

60%) which are almost the majority of the population lie somewhere in the middle. They 

acknowledge risks to personal information but believe that sufficient safeguards are in place 

and also they would accept some risks based on the benefits of the system. “This kind of 

segmentation allows us as service providers to devise service improvements or marketing 

strategies” [3] [24].  This should be noted that this segmentation of people is with regards to 

data protection concerns. 

2.2.1.4 Privacy Policies for Products 

Publishing a privacy policy is one of the simplest ways of improving the privacy properties 

of an IT product. The specific content and format of privacy policies varies greatly between 

national contexts, markets, and industries. The objective is to inform the user from his rights 

and to provide notices that enable informed consent. Researches show that users tend not to 

read policies and also indicate that “policies are often written in technical and legal language, 
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are hard to read, and stand in the way of primary goal of the user” [3] [44]. Multi-level 

privacy policies have been purposed as one way to increase comprehensibility and the 

percentage of users reading policies. This plan suggests displaying policies in three layers: 

short, condensed, and complete. 

2.2.1.5 Importance of being reputable and well-known 

Researches show that having privacy notices and privacy policies in the system only 

partially assuage user concerns; “well-known and reputable brands remain the most effective 

communication tools for this purpose” [3] [27]. Users are more willing to reveal personal 

information in several categories to systems of well-known brands as compared to less well-

known brands. In the case of the mobile and location-enhanced technologies which is in fact 

our specific field, results show that privacy concerns are often cleared by the trust relationship 

between customer and mobile operator. These findings suggest that sophisticated security and 

cryptographic technologies devised for protecting location privacy may be unnecessary in the 

views of most users, if users trust the service provider.  

2.2.2 Crowd of Little Brothers 

Privacy and Trust Issues with Invisible Computers [11], briefly describe the privacy in the 

area of ubiquitous and disappearing computing. It introduces the notion of crowd of little 

brothers as a group of smart objects and sensory environments which gather large amounts of 

information about every aspect of our every day lives, which is in parallel with the idea of big 

brother (is often used to refer the idea of pervasive monitoring and recording of activity of 

people, often by the central authority). “… Data collections in the age of ubiquitous 

computing would not just be quantitative change from today, but a qualitative change: Never 

before has so much information about us been instantly available to so many others in such a 

detailed and intimate fashion” [11] [1]. 

The authors stress that making technology invisible means that sensory borders disappear 

and common principles like “if I can see you, you can see me” [11] [3] no longer hold. 

Therefore, there is a great need of privacy concerns in the design and implementation of 

ubiquitous and intelligent data collecting systems which seems to be discarded by the 

designers of the systems. 
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3 Current State of Research 

In this chapter, I am going to describe some of the technical location privacy threats and 

suggested counter measures in the IT. The contents of this chapter are really useful for getting 

a more practical idea on the privacy issues regarding location-based computer systems. 

Furthermore, this chapter is critical with regards to our defined problem and the following 

chapters which will reveal our suggestive solution. 

3.1 Inference Attacks and Location Data 

We can define the location privacy as the ability to prevent other people from learning 

one’s current or past location. The nature of location privacy threats in pervasive computing is 

often some sort of inference attacks. Nevertheless, there could be some other types of attacks 

against location privacy using location information.  

Using a comprehensive experiment based on real location data, Krumm [4] describes and 

parameterizes inference attacks as one of the major attacks against location information. The 

ultimate goal of the performed experiment is to identify people and their home information 

using their pseudonymous location tracks. In order to have pseudonymity1, they strip names 

of the subjects and replace them with arbitrary IDs. Analyzing the result of this experiment is 

important for us because the goal of our project is to decrease the possibility of performing 

successful inference attacks on location data. Therefore, having correct and detailed 

understandings of how inference attacks can be performed practically is inevitable.  

The author defines the inference attack as “analyzing data in order to illegitimately gain 

knowledge about a subject is known as inference attack” [4] [2]. In their experiment they loan 

their subjects GPS receivers capable of recording 10,000 time-stamped latitude and longitude 

coordinates. Before starting the experiment, all subjects have filled forms which contain 

questions about their name, home address, and other demographic information. This 

information is used as the ground truth for assessing the efficiency of the attacks and the 

countermeasures. Having the GPS location information of each subject during the experiment 

duration, the authors have used four heuristic algorithms to synthesize the home address of 

                                                
1 Pseudonymity is a word derived from pseudonym, meaning 'false name', and anonymity, meaning unknown or 
undeclared source, describing a state of mistaken disguised identity. The pseudonym identifies a holder, that is, 
one or more human beings who possess but do not disclose their true names (www.Wikipedia.org). 
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each subject. Using the identified home address and using a reverse white pages lookup, they 

tried to identify each subject. The four algorithms used by authors are: 

1. Last Destination: “based on the heuristic that the last destination of the day is most 

likely subject’s home” [4] [5]. 

2. Weighted Median: “based on the heuristic that subject spends more time in home 

than any other place” [4] [5]. Each coordinate in the survey is weighted by the 

dwell time at the point. The weighted median latitude and longitude is taken as the 

home location. 

3. Largest Cluster: “the heuristic assumes that most of a subject’s coordinates will be 

at home” [4] [5]. 

4. Best Time: “this is the most principled (and worst performing) algorithm for 

finding the subject’s home. It learns a distribution over time giving the probability 

that the subject is home” [4] [5]. 

Using each of these heuristics and based on the pseudonymous location information, the 

most likely location of the subject’s home will be calculated. Then they use MapPoint Web 

Service (MPWS) [12] as their reverse geocoder which returns the home address based on the 

input latitude and longitude. Reverse geocoding is an integral part of this privacy attack, 

“because it is the link between a raw coordinate to a home address and ultimately to an 

identity via a white pages lookup” [4] [6]. 

Based on the result of their experiment, author suggests the some techniques as the most 

effective countermeasures against inference attacks on location information. It should be 

mentioned that all these techniques are mostly about the methods of collecting location data, 

in contrast to our solution which has post-hock nature and tries to make inference attacks 

more difficult after all data is collected. The suggested techniques are: 

• Pseudonymity: “stripping names from location data and replacing them with 

arbitrary IDs. This is the technique that has been used in the experiment” [4] [10].   

• Spatial Cloaking: using special cloaking techniques to introduce “physical regions 

in which subjects’ pseudonyms can be shuffled among themselves to confuse an 

inference attack” [4] [10]. 

• Noise: if we can make the location data noisy, it will be hard to perform inference 

attacks. 
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• Rounding: “if the location data is too coarse, it will not correspond to the subject’s 

actual location” [4] [10].  

• Dropped Samples: by reducing the sampling intervals of the GPS recorders which 

makes the collected location data more general, we can reduce the rate of 

successful inference attacks. 

3.2 Mix Zones 

Basically, not all location-based applications need individual’s real identity in order to be 

able to work. Based on this primitive idea, Beresford and Stajano [5] have categorized 

location-based applications to three categories: 

1. Applications which cannot work without the user’s identity. For instance, Active 

Badge [9] which is based on the idea that, “when I am inside the office building, let 

my colleagues find out where I am” [5] [3]. 

2. Applications which do not need the identity of the user at all. Such as “when I walk 

past a coffee shop, alert me with the price of the coffee” [5] [3]. 

3. Applications that lie in between these extremes that cannot be accessed 

anonymously but at the same time do not require the user’s real identity. Such as, 

“when I walk past a computer screen, let me teleport my desktop to it” [5] [3]. 

These applications don’t require the real identity of the individual, but pseudonyms 

Ids are needed by the application. If implementing correctly, applications of this 

category can perform according to expectations and still bring anonymity for the 

users, which guaranties the privacy concerns of them. 

Obviously, applications which need the real identity of the person cannot be used without 

violating the privacy of the person. But, authors have introduced the concept of mixed zones, 

for applications which need an identity to work but they can work with pseudonyms. 

Therefore, this type of applications can be used to achieve anonymity. 

The main problem here is to make it hard for the attacker to make a binding between the 

real identity and the pseudonymous identity of the person. So the ultimate goal here is to 

make some sort of unlinkability between pseudonyms and real identities of users as higher as 

possible. In their theory, authors divide the whole application environment in two parts: 

application zone “as an area in which people can be tracked by the application” [5] [5], and 

mix zone “ as an area in which people are untraceable by the application” [5] [5]. Users change 
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to a new, unused pseudonym Id whenever they enter a mix zone. Application that sees a user 

emerging from the mix zone cannot distinguish that user from any other who was in the mix 

zone at the same time and cannot link people going into the mix zone with those coming out 

of it.  

The interesting issue here is how big a mix zone can be. “If a mix zone has a diameter 

much larger than the distance the user can cover during one location update period (which is 

the duration of time takes between two location tracking that the application performs), it 

might not mix users adequately” [5] [7]. 

 

Figure 1.  An example of Mix Zones 

 

As the picture above shows, if two users leave application zones A and C at the same time 

and a user reaches B at the next update period, if the update period is less than time needed 

for a person to complete a journey from first to the end of the mix zone, an observer will 

know the user emerging from the mix zone at B is most probably not the one who entered the 

mix zone at C.   

The mix zone concept is based on the concept of anonymity set which is the set of all 

possible subjects who must cause an action. The larger the anonymity set’s size the greater the 

anonymity offered. During time period of t, for each mix zone that user visits we can define 

the anonymity set as, “the group of people visiting the mix zone during the same time  

period” [5] [8].  

To make the conclusion about the mix zones it should be mentioned that the temporal and 

spatial resolution of the location data generated by the sensors are the most important factor in 
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the effectiveness and efficiency of the mix zones. With high resolutions, location privacy is 

going to be low, even with the relatively large mix zones. Obviously, the other important 

factor could be the level of corwdedness of the whole application environment. 

3.3 A Privacy Risk Management Model 

In this section I will briefly describe interesting ideas of Hong, et al [13] regarding privacy 

risk management. Their ideas are important in that sense that they are almost in the same 

direction as our solution. More precisely, the idea is to use some abstract and general models 

in order to change privacy issues from abstract issues into concrete ones. 

Hong, et al [13] introduces a minimalistic approach to the privacy risk management. The 

authors propose privacy risk model as a general method for refining privacy from an abstract 

concept into concrete issues for specific applications and prioritizing those issues. Here, the 

goal is not perfect privacy, but rather “a practical method to help designers create applications 

that provide end-users with a reasonable level of privacy protection that is commensurate 

with the domain, the community of users, and the risks and benefits to all stakeholders in the 

intended system” [13] [4]. The privacy risk model introduced in this paper consists of two 

parts: privacy risk analysis which poses a series of questions to help designers think about 

privacy issues which may arise in their specific system and context, and privacy risk 

management which is a cost-benefit analysis intended to help designers prioritize privacy 

risks and develop architectures, interaction techniques, and strategies for managing those 

risks.  

The privacy risk management is based on the concept of reasonable care in law which 

says “reasonable care is the degree of care that makes sense and that is prudent, enough but 

not too much” [13] [7]. We can define: 

• (L) the likelihood that an unwanted disclosure of personal information occur, 

• (D) the damage that such a disclosure will cause, 

• (C) the cost of adequate privacy protection to prevent such a disclosure. 

Similar to what all risk management models suggest, we would like to implement the 

privacy protection mechanism only in the case that C < LD.  That is, the cost of designing, 

implementing, and maintaining of the privacy protection mechanism is less than the damage 

cost of the disclosure, in case that such a disclosure actually happens. 
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The most important argument about this privacy risk management model is the fact that 

this approach does address the extreme cases only. It looks only at privacy risks that are 

foreseeable and significant, with the expectation that design teams should design applications 

that protect against these more obvious kinds of risks. In other words, implementing 

successfully such a risk management model requires a detailed and comprehensive analysis of 

all possible privacy risks, valid in the context and environment.  In the absence of such 

analysis, although we might protect the system against the most likely risks, but still there 

might be some other privacy flaws that we haven’t taken into considerations at all. Finally, I 

would like to stress the extent that Hong, et al have borrowed from the ideas of Palen and 

Dourish [2], just like almost all other literature that we have discussed their ideas here. 

3.4 Related Work 

Here in this section, I will very shortly review some other works and articles which are 

somehow related to our topic. Obviously, there are lots of different elaborative articles with 

privacy related topics; also there is a lot more related work with more practical perspectives. 

Since, in the last sections of this chapter I have discussed three major elaborative and 

theoretical articles regarding privacy issues and IT here I will go through some of the actual 

applications of such theories. 

One of the really interesting applications having privacy concerns is described in two 

different papers published by Wyatt et al. [14] and [15].  Their experiment is about collecting 

truly spontaneous speech which requires recording people in unconstrained and unpredicted 

situations. The privacy issue here is the fact that there is little control over whom or what 

might be recorded. More precisely, uninvolved parties could be recorded without their 

consent. The privacy protection mechanism used by authors of the papers is that they only 

record features of the subject's conversations from which intelligible speech cannot be 

reconstructed. Therefore, instead of using raw audio which is the complete recorded audio, 

they save and store only data that do not allow the linguistic content of a person's speech to be 

reconstructed. To collect data each subject wore a specific PDA with an attached multi-sensor 

board (MSB) containing 8 different sensors. Recording could be started or stopped with the 

press of a single hardware button on the side of the PDA. To implement the privacy 

mechanism, the PDA does not record the raw audio, but a set of privacy-sensitive features that 

preserve information about conversation style and dynamics were computed and saved on the 

PDA. They devised a feature set that would preserve enough information to allow them to 
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infer when conversations occur between study participants, and conversation types and 

speaker states.  

As we have discussed in the second section of this chapter, we can divide applications into 

three categories based on their applicability with our without having access to the actual 

identity of the people involved in the practice. The second category is applications which do 

not need the identity of the people in order to work.  The next privacy applied application 

which I am going to review deals with this kind of IT applications, and is described in two 

different publications by Tang et al. [16] and [17]. According to authors, the applications of 

the second category, instead of treating people as the entity of interest, should treat location as 

the entity of interest.  By people as the entity of interest they mean that, “a person might 

reveal his location as part of a query about their surroundings or as part of a social interaction 

with friends”, [16] [1]. And location as the entity of interest means that, “the knowledge of 

who is in a location is irrelevant for the application of most location-based systems”, [16] [2]. 

Treating people as the entity of interest often implies taking a privacy trade-off to manage the 

costs and benefits of revealing an individual’s accurate location. Therefore, in order to satisfy 

privacy requirements they have to sacrifice some accuracy in location data  

Tang et al. introduce hitchhiking as a new approach with location as the entity of the 

interest. Hitchhiking approach supports applications that combine location information form 

many people to infer information, such as live traffic monitoring, inferring the availability of 

seats in a nearby coffee shop, and so on. The identity of the users is irrelevant for these kinds 

of location-based applications. The fundamental tenet of hitchhiking is to put people in their 

places: because person's anonymity is protected, it is safe to agree to precise location 

disclosure. 

As the last related work I would like to introduce the great paper published by Hazas and 

Ward [18] titled as “A High Performance Privacy-Oriented Location System”. Authors use an 

Ultrasonic location system for tracking people in an in-door environment. Ultrasonic location 

systems commonly use the measured propagation delay a.k.a. time-of-fight, of signals 

between ultrasonic transmitters and receivers to perform positioning. A number of 

propagation delays are collected between fixed transmitter or receiver units with known 

locations, and a mobile unit with an unknown location. Ultrasonic location systems which are 

meant to allow sufficient security and control for the privacy-conscious users should have two 

properties: (1) a user's presence is not advertised, even anonymously, and (2) entities outside 

of the users control are not entrusted with gathering signal times-of-arrival or with calculating 
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the user's location. In order to have the properties above mobile units must use its own sensors 

to detect ranging signals broadcast from places in the environment. Additionally, the mobile 

unit must have knowledge of the surveyed locations of the environmental transmitters, so that 

it may calculate its position autonomously. The main idea here is to have fixed signal 

transmitters with known locations and mobile receivers with unknown locations which 

calculate their locations themselves. 
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4 DataBase & DataBase Access Control 

As discussed in chapter 1, not having proper access to real locational data forced us to 

perform our theoretical research based on a well-defined hypothetical database containing our 

needed data. In this chapter I will go through definition of the database. It should be 

mentioned here that although this chapter is the shortest chapter in this report, but correctly 

defining the database (in enough details) was one of the most important milestones of this 

project. Since, in the next chapters we are going to utilize this database during the induction 

of our access rules.  Furthermore, the process in which we defined and finalized attributes of 

the database was quiet time and energy consuming.  

4.1 What Are The Requirements? 

In this sub-chapter I will review all the requirements that our hypothetical database should 

satisfy. The parameters that are discussed here can be used after the data collection phase of 

any practical project with similar perspectives.  As discussed before, our project has post-hoc 

nature which means that we deal with the data after they have been collected. In this respect, 

there is no constraint what so ever on the mechanisms or approaches of data collection. But, 

we will introduce some rules governing the storing and accessing the collected data. 

Following these rules throughout all sorts of data storage or retrieval, will guarantee the 

privacy concerns of the users. 

Finally, its worth adding that, there will be two generic types of rules introduced by this 

project: rules governing the storage of the collected data (Storage Rules or SR), and Rules 

governing the access to the collected and stored data (Access Rules or AR). 

4.1.1 Locational DataSet 

Basically, any database (either practical or theoretical) that is supposed to be used for any 

kind of location-based system can be divided into two main parts (or DataSets): a dataset 

containing locational data, and a second dataset containing demographic data. 

We can roughly define location data as any piece of data that would reflect any 

information regarding current location, past location, travelled path, travel patterns, or 

geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the subject. Having defined location 

privacy as above, we can define the first and probably the most important storage and access 

rules as: 
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  SR No1: any piece of data that contains, reflects, or could be used in order to synthesize 

any location data should always be stored in the Locational Dataset. 

AR No1: accessing the locational and demographical datasets should be controlled by a 

central access control mechanism. 

SR No1 ensures that it is practically impossible to extract any location data regarding any 

subject from the database, without directly accessing the locational dataset. In other words, 

having access to all other parts of the database except the locational dataset would not 

compromise any locational data of any subject. On the other hand, the AR No1 ensures that 

any access to the database is controlled by a central access control mechanism. In other 

words, there is no way to access the data without going through the access control 

mechanism. 

 In chapter 2 (Design Principles) of his great book “Introduction to Computer Security” 

[19], Matt Bishop has defined eight general principles that should be taken into considerations 

when designing a software with security concerns. Two most important principles are called 

“Least Privilege” and “Separation of Privilege”.  

Least Privilege principle says, “A subject should only be given those privileges necessary 

to complete its task” [19]. In other words, no one should have access to anything unless it is 

really needed. The idea behind this principle is simply to minimize the protection domain. 

Access rights are added on demand, and removed further on when not needed anymore.  

On the other hand, Separation of Privilege principal says, “The system should not grant 

permission based upon a single condition” [19]. This principal (which is also widely known 

as principal of separation of duty) suggests that any protection mechanism that requires two 

keys to unlock it is more robust and flexible that one with only one key. 

 Correct implementation of SR No 1 and AR No 1, complies hundred percent with the two 

design principles. Any part of the location-based system (or any one involved with the 

project) which is not supposed to have access to the location data of the subjects, should not 

be able to gain access to such information. The first step in implementing the correct access 

control mechanism for the stored data is to have a hundred percent separated data in the 

database. Having implemented that, we can grant access to the locational dataset only to those 

people or software modules who need this access in order to perform their tasks. More 

concretely, we grant access only to those with enough security credentials.  
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 Defining the access control mechanism of the system as a central module, gives us the 

opportunity to have full control over all sorts of access to the database. This would easily 

prevent all kinds of unwanted data access which can compromise the privacy concerns of the 

subjects. 

4.1.2 Demographical DataSet 

Shortly, any kind of data regarding the subject of the locatinal data is some sort of 

demographical data. Gender, age, occupation, job title, marriage status, education level, 

financial level (salary), name, home address, business address, cell phone number, license 

plate number, etc. All the collected demographical data will be stored into the demographical 

dataset of the database. 

Reviewing from the previous chapters, the ultimate goal of an inference attack would be to 

somehow induce the actual subject through a series of manipulations on the locational data. 

Finding the actual subject means to find his/her name, which can be done through a white 

page lookup of the induced home or business address. Having this in mind, we can easily 

divide demographical data into two basic subsets: demographical data which directly reveal 

the identity of the subject (i.e. name, address, cell phone number), and anonymous 

demographical data which don’t directly reveal the identity of the subject. It is quiet 

important to realize that although anonymous demographical data don’t directly reveal 

information regarding the identity of the subject, but together with the locational data they can 

be used to induce the subject’s identity. In other words, locational data and anonymous 

demographical data are the targets of the inference attacks. Now we can define the second 

storage rule as: 

SR No2: any piece of demographical data that directly reveals information regarding the 

identity of the subject should never be stored into the Demographical Dataset. 

 

Having implemented the first initial rules (SR No 1, SR No 2, and AR No1), we already 

have the most basic but fundamental privacy protection mechanism, since: 

1. All locational data is Only present in locational dataset 

2. Demographical dataset contains Only anonymous data that don’t directly reveal 

info regarding the subject 
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3. Access to both locational and demographical datasets is controlled by the same 

central access control mechanism.  

Something worth mentioning here is that we are not going to go into details about the 

access control mechanism discussed above. The reason for that is that access control 

(Authorization) is a very comprehensive topic in itself and it takes great deal of efforts to 

design and implement a error-free, robust access control system which out of scope of this 

project. But as any access control system needs a set of access control rules (or access control 

instruction or ACI), as mentioned in previous chapters we will define a set of access control 

rules which can be used and executed by a central access control system. 

4.2 Is Access Control ENOUGH? 

The main purpose of this subsection is to answer this question: with regard to the privacy 

sensitive data stored in database, is utilizing merely access control systems going to be 

sufficient for protecting privacy of the users?  

“The main limitation of the traditional access control mechanism in supporting data 

privacy is that it is “black and white” … the access control mechanism offers only two 

choices: (1) release no aggregate information thereby preserving privacy at the expense of 

utility, or (2) release accurate aggregates thus risking privacy breaches fir utility”,  [20][1].  

Chaudhuri et al. in their paper [20] introduce a new software API to combine the advantages 

of both grounds of black and white, and the main idea is to go beyond the black and white 

world of access control mechanism. Although, the concept of their work is not applicable to 

this project, but their attempt obviously arises this point that access control mechanisms on 

their own are either insufficient (when it moves more to the white ground) or more than 

enough to the extent that makes them unusable (when it moves more to the black ground).  

In the context of privacy sensitive location-based and location-aware applications with the 

high likelihood of inference attacks, the system needs to have support of a really strict access 

control mechanism. Such a system should be able to deny access to any kind of possibly 

malicious query. This is possibly doable, by setting extremely severe access and storage 

control rules for the data set, with regard to all different counter inference attack mechanism. 

But, is it already enough?  

The inference attack heuristics mentioned in previous chapters are only a subset of all 

possibly performable attacks. If the counter attack is only dependant on the level of severity 

of the access control, the more complex inference attack would result in more and more 
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severe access control. And, sooner or later the whole system would become more or less 

useless.  

4.3 How to Survive Inference Attacks? 

To continue the discussion from the previous section, we have to answer this question: 

how to survive the increasingly becoming more complex inference attacks and successfully 

protect privacy of users? 

In my view, the one and only solution to this problem would be to utilize more complex 

counter attack heuristics. Concepts introduced in previous chapters such as Mixed Zones,  

K- Anonymity, and similar concepts are examples of such heuristics. Combining these 

mechanisms with the state of the art database access control systems (i.e. Role-Based Access 

Control RBAC, for more info refer to [21]) can result in a reasonably powerful privacy 

sensitive systems. 

The contribution of this project in this part is to define a new heuristic specific to privacy 

sensitive location based systems. Our solution could be generalized and be used in other types 

of privacy sensitive systems as well.  
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5 Counter Inference Attack Heuristic 

With regard to the discussions of the previous chapter, in this chapter we will go through 

the heuristic proposed by this project. Our approach has some common grounds with the idea 

behind the Role-Based Access Control in the sense that it is based on different social roles 

(called Persona in this report). The idea is that it is theoretically possible to categorize almost 

all users of a specific location-based application by their specific social and personal 

characteristics. Such a categorization can help us in defining more accurate and at the same 

time applicable access control rules. This way what we are doing here is again competing 

against the black and white nature of Access Control systems. 

5.1 The Main Idea 

It is theoretically possible to reduce the likelihood of performing successful inference 

attacks on location-based data, by categorizing the users of the system in pre-defined 

categories and specifically handling each category based on the common (shared) 

characteristics of the members. The speculation on this theory is based on the fact that 

practically it is always more possible to protect privacy of limited number of people compared 

to a huge crowd of people. In other words, if the security manager of the system already 

knows whom the user is, what he does, what characteristics he/she has, etc. it is far more 

practical to satisfy the privacy concerns of the user, compared to the situation when all the 

users are completely anonymous in the eyes of the security manager. 

In our solution, we attempt to identify some of the most popular categories under which 

one can easily categorize people. Identifying these categories gives us the opportunity to 

extract the common characteristics and behavioural patterns of the member of each category. 

We are only interested in those patterns and attributes related to the transportation of the 

subjects. Since, this project is defined within the context of location-based systems. But, any 

other privacy sensitive application defined in any given context can use the same approach for 

achieving the proper level of privacy control.  

In this project we have selected the term “Persona” for the categories. According to 

Wikipedia, “A persona, in the world's everyday usage, is a social role or a character played 

by an actor. This is an Italian word that derives from the Latin for a kind of mask made to 

resonate with the voice of the actor “. The reason behind this term selection is the fact that 

each subject during a day can be assigned to different pre-defined categories (or in other 
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words can assume different personas).  For instance, having student and businessman as two 

of our pre-defined personas, one can be a part-time student at a university and at the same 

time he can be a freelancer salesman. Again from Wikipedia, “In the study of communication, 

persona is a term given to describe the versions of self that all individuals possess”.  

What that should be bolded here is the fact that it’s not the social behaviors of the subjects 

that are important to us. Rather it’s all the common practices in transportation that is shared 

between them. For instance, it is important for us to know that what similarities can be found 

in the daily transportation of the students.  Therefore, when assigning one subject to the 

student persona (for some specific period of time), we can assume that he/she will most 

probably have the same transportation habits.  

The question is how does persona definition and categorizing the subjects into personas 

can actually help us in better protecting privacy of the subjects against inference attacks? In 

other words how should the system designers and developers utilize the persona idea to have a 

better privacy protection? 

In the previous chapter we introduced some basic storage and access rules dominating all 

the inputs and outputs to the locational database. Although, those are pretty basic rules but 

obviously they are not sufficient. Definition of personas based on accurately analyzing the 

subjects makes it possible to synthesize the complementary rules. The result would be a fine-

grained set of rules tuned for each different persona which gives us the opportunity to 

overcome the black and white nature of access control system by efficient and effective set of 

access and storage rules. 

5.2 Personas 

5.2.1 What is a Persona? 

 Although each individual subject has specific set of traveling and transporting habits, but 

there are some similar characteristics than can be used for categorizing the people into typical 

categories. We call each of these groups a Persona.  

Examples of such traveling habits are usual traveled daily path, usual approximate time for 

starting the daily traffic (on working days), usual approximate time for ending the daily traffic 

(getting home from work on working days), transportation system being used (public 

transportation system, private car, bicycle, or even walking), amount of intra-day traffic, etc. 

Obviously, there is a relationship between these traveling habits and demographical 
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characteristics of each subject. Knowing one’s occupation or age, one can make assumptions 

about their daily traffic routines, with some reasonable approximation. For instance, for a 

normal 10-15 years old boy or girl, the usual traffic pattern during the working days of the 

week would be to go back and forth from home to school.  

One interesting and important note here would be the fact that geographical domain has 

outstanding effects on the daily traveling routines. Average men and women in the range of 

25-45 in Sweden have completely different lifestyles than the same group of people in India. 

Having different lifestyles implies different traveling habits and patterns. Although, this 

seems to be a really interesting topic, it’s out of the scope of this project but nevertheless can 

be subject for further scientific investigations. 

As an attacker trying to identify one’s specific transportation traces in an anonymous set of 

locational data, dealing with a large amount of data is not an easy thing to do. Having any 

kind of pre-known demographical data on the subject (such as occupation, gender, etc.) can 

help the attacker to effectively reduce the amount of to be processed data. For instance, 

knowing that the subject is a school student means that all the paths travelled by the subject 

during a normal working day from morning until afternoon would be within some limited 

space (the school borders). This can help the attacker to rule out all locational data that 

contains long-distance travels during the working days.  

We can use the disadvantage of traveling patterns as a powerful and strategic advantage in 

out counter inference attack mechanism. We could make the ruling out process as hard as 

possible for the attacker, if we could (by taking some measures) make sure that it (if not 

practically impossible) is extremely hard to use any pre-known demographic information on 

the process of indentifying subject’s traces within the database. For instance, knowing that the 

subject of the attack is a school student shouldn’t let the attacker to rule out lots of other 

individuals’ traces from the game. 

The best way to analyze the vulnerability of the locational traces against inference attacks 

is to categorize our subjects (target group) into predefined groups with specific set of 

traveling habits. A persona represents a (reasonably) large number of members of the target 

group which share similar characteristics in their everyday life. Among all of these shared 

characteristics we are more interested in attributes indicating how each subject represented by 

a persona travels inside the city during a typical working (or possibly weekend) day.  
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Although, each subject has its own special living and traveling habits which makes it 

almost impossible to find two completely identical subjects in an area of a city, but being able 

to assign each subject a persona (at least during specific periods of time) gives us this 

opportunity to investigate more generally how vulnerable is the collection of locational data. 

It should be mentioned that the more members represented by each persona the higher the 

accuracy of our speculations.  

Therefore, during the process of defining personas it should be kept in the mind, not to 

define any personas with less than a threshold number of members. The actual value of 

member-per-persona threshold is obviously determined based on the overall total number of 

the subjects in the target group, and the amount of desired level of privacy. 

In the following sections, we will define the most important personas for an unattributed  

set of subjects living in a normal city. From unattributed we mean a set of subjects without 

any universal common characteristics among them. The process of selecting the personas is 

relative with respect to the subject group. Having a group of people all working in a hospital 

(here the working in the specific hospital is the universal common characteristic for the 

members of this group) dictates a whole different set of personas. 

Our first aim is to define a set of personas which will cover the members of the target 

group as much as possible. The ideal case (which probably would be impossible) would be to 

assign one and only one persona to each member which will result to have a one-to-one 

relationship between the members and the personas. For each persona we will start with 

describing a typical daily routine, and based on that we will try to extract a set of traveling 

characteristics for each persona.  

It should be mentioned that the following personas have been defined and characterized 

based on the Swedish people and Swedish normal life characteristics. Again there would be 

all different characteristics for any of these personas if being defined in another country and 

culture.  

5.2.2 Persona Definition Process 

5.2.2.1 School Student 

 Daily routine during a normal working day (non-weekend day) for a typical school student 

(6-7 years till 17-19 years old): 

• waking up rather early in the morning, leaving home off to school 
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• getting to school using public transportation, bicycle or by parents 

• spending the whole day at the school, and coming back home during the afternoon 

• spending the afternoon at home, and going to bed rather early at night  

The following transportation characteristics and travelling patterns could be extracted from 

the above: 

1. Students start the daily traffic early in the morning, and almost at the same time 

everyday of the week 

2. The path travelled for the first journey during the day is usually the same 

3. Students spend morning till afternoon in the same geographical position (at the school) 

4. The home journey takes place at the same time everyday through a same path 

5. Students spend the afternoon at the same geographical position (at home) 

6. Travels (home-school and school-home) are rather short (families tend to choose their 

home neat the children’s school) 

Daily routine during a normal weekend for a typical student: 

• Spending the whole day with the family 

And the extracted characteristics: 

1. During the weekends, students tend to hang around with the family members and 

therefore it would be quite rare to find single whereabouts of a student with no one 

around during the weekend. 

5.2.2.2 University Student 

 Daily routine during a normal day for a university student: 

• wake-up time (starting the daily traffic) is completely random and is dependent on 

studying schema and exam schedules 

• daily traffic is done using public transportation, bicycle or privately owned vehicle 

• the amount of time spent on any location (university, restaurant, coffee shop,…) is 

also highly random 

• Lots of party and night life!! 
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The following transportation characteristics and travelling patterns could be extracted 

from the above: 

1. High degrees of randomness: starting and stopping points of the journeys 

(home/dorm/friend’s place, and etc. to university/library/interviews, etc.) can be all 

different day by day. Journey duration and the selected path could also be different 

2. If the subject is a university student it should be highly probable to locate him/her 

within flocks of traces going from points to points in random directions during the day 

(to the lectures, interviews, dormitory, restaurants and bars, etc.) 

3. During exam periods, the amount of mobility is decreased instantly. The same goes 

with the randomness in source and destination of the daily journeys (from home/dorm 

to the study room). 

4. During the night time it would be easy to locate flocks of traces with high amounts of 

travels. 

5.2.2.3 Normal Office Worker 

 A normal office worker is a term we have chosen for all people who have a steady day-

time job in a privately held or governmental organization. An office worker’s regular day 

consist of 8 hours of work at the office plus the journeys to and from office. 

 Daily routine during a normal working day: 

• waking up rather early in the morning, leaving home off to office 

• getting to office using public transportation, bicycle or private vehicle 

• spending the whole day at the working place with the exception of the lunch break 

when people would usually go out for lunch with other colleagues 

•  The home journey takes place at the same time everyday through a same path 

• spending the afternoon at home 

It is obvious that the daily routine of an office worker is almost similar to a school student 

with regards to the daily transportation, with the exception of lunch break time. In both cases 

we haven’t considered the indoor travels (inside school of office) for simplicity.  

The same set of transportation characteristics can be induced for office workers similar to 

school students. The only additional characteristics would be: 
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1. Obvious flock of traces from and to the office during the lunch break. 

2. Possible stops and changes in the course during the home journeys (for doing daily 

shopping). Again, the trace of the target office worker would join the traces of the 

other people in the shopping center. 

The weekend routine of the office worker would be similar to that of students with lots of 

family travels and gathering. The note here is that we considered the office worker a married 

office worker (family man). Characteristics of a single office worker would be a combination 

of a married office worker and university students. With routine daily travels during the 

working days (similar to office workers) and more random and possibly during night travels 

during weekends (similar to university students). 

5.2.3 Extracting Complementary Access Rules (Rule Extraction 

Process) 

Previous chapter was a demonstration of the process of defining personas and extracting 

the specific transportation characteristics and traffic patterns. The same king of procedure 

should be undertaken by the system analysts and security manager of the location-based 

systems with respect the context in which the application will be executed and also all the 

special cultural and behavioral attributes of the application users. Again, the geographical and 

cultural differences directly affect the selection of personas and their characteristics.  

The next step is to try to induce the complementary set of access (and possibly storage 

rules) governing the locational database. These set of rules together with the basic rules 

defined in the previous chapters will be used by the central access control system.  

The important point here is our different approach to the role-based access control systems. 

Generally, “role-based access control is an approach to restricting system access to authorized 

users… Within an organization, roles are created for various job functions. The permission to 

perform certain operations are assigned to specific roles” (quoted from Wikipedia). In this 

respect, four major steps of performing role-based access control are defined as: 

• Role Definition: the process of defining valid roles within the system 

• Role Assignment: the process of assigning roles to the users of the application 

• Role authorization: the process of ensuring that users can take roles for which they are 

authorized 
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• Permission authorization: having the above rules, this rule is the process of ensuring 

that the user can exercise only permissions for which his/her role is authorized. 

Obviously, in the traditional role-based access control systems the roles are used to grant 

or deny access of the user (being assigned with specific role) the needed permission for 

performing an action. This is inline with how the basic access rules (and the following 

complementary roles) are being used within our hypothetical access control system. The 

dilemma here is that there are two different sets of users related to any location-based 

application: 

1. Actual users (end users) of the application who utilize the application at the cost that 

their locational traces will be stored by the system. 

2. People administrating the application who will have access to the users locational data. 

Although, the second groups access to the data will be governed by a set of rules based on 

their specific role within the organization (which complies with the traditional concepts of 

role-based access control) but there is also another notion of role present in our discussions. 

Each Persona is a role assigned to the end users of the application based not on their 

privileges within the system but their specific daily life. These roles are being used to 

synthesize access rules for the administrators of the system.   

5.2.3.1 Rule Extraction Process 

 In this part of the report we will get to rule extraction process. Having all the relevant 

personas and their characteristics defined now its time to extract the complementary set of 

access control rules. While the procedure of defining of the personas and extracting their 

characteristics is more of critical and analytical nature, the rule extraction process is a 

heuristic process. In fact, rule extraction process is the suggestive heuristic of this report 

against inference attacks on locational data. 

 The rule extraction process is tightly grained to the persona definition process.  Although it 

is possible to extract different sets of rules based from a same set of defined personas (with 

regards to the heuristic nature of this process), but it is definitely unreasonable to utilize 

extracted rules of one specific set of personas for another set of end users with different 

personas. In other words, changing the end users of the application indicates new set of 

personas, and therefore new set of access control rules. There can be some common grounds 

between extracted access rules but the more specialized and detailed the rules the better level 

of obtained access control and therefore end user privacy. 
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 In this part we will use the three personas defined in the previous chapter as our baseline. 

The goal is not to extract a perfect set of access control rules. Instead we will try to 

demonstrate the process. In fact, we will try to show how to approach the issue in an heuristic 

way. Undoubtedly, the same kind of thoughts could be applied in more specific and detailed 

fashion in any practical project. 

5.2.3.2 Counter Inference Attack Heuristic 

Reviewing form the previous chapters, the end goal of an inference attack is to obtain the 

home address of the subject from a set of anonymous locational traces. The more crowded the 

traces around the subject footprints the harder it would be for the attacker to isolate and 

identify subject trace within the dataset. Rephrasing the main idea of the report we can now 

exactly define the suggested heuristic of this project as: 

Protecting subject’s trace anonymity within the set of traces, by removing the personally 

identifiable characteristics of his/her daily traffic trace from the locational database. 

An attack scenario against the collected data would be: knowing parts of one’s 

demographical data (gender, age, income, etc.), the attacker’s goal is to identify subject’s 

home address. Having the home address, finding the subject’s name is a matter of white page 

lookup. 

We have a collection of unnamed traces and also a collection of demographical 

information. There is no explicit relationship between these two datasets. All the discussions 

here is based on the assumption that all accesses to the locational database is governed by a 

central access control system. In other words, no direct access to the stored data by passing 

the access control system is possible. 

Let’s assume that the attacker is looking after a 10-12 years boy who lives in northern west 

part of the town. The attacker can easily assume that the subject would most definitely be a 

school student. Using the same kind of thinking the attacker will be able to identify the 

characteristics of the daily traffic of a normal school student and therefore he can easily 

reduce the number of traces initiated from that specific part of the town to a relatively smaller 

set of traces. 

Our goal is to use normal school student daily traffic characteristics to induce access rules 

to make the process of trace reduction as hard as possible for the attacker. We will try to use 

the disadvantage of common traffic habits and characteristics of a persona as an advantage in 

our privacy protection process. 
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5.2.3.3 Illustrations of Rule Extracting Process 

Before starting the extraction there is one definition which is needed for our further 

discussions. 

Central Location: we define a central location as a geographical location in one 

specific part of the city which most of the traces in that part of the city are destined to that 

or pass through that. 

 Central locations are usually shopping centrums, parking centers, major roundabouts, 

crosses of major highways and etc. Based on the population density of each part of the town 

these central locations should be defined before getting to the rule extraction process. 

A) Nonrandom and Daily Routine Traces 

  In the previous chapters we have identified two personas with very limited levels of 

randomness in their daily traffics during working days: school students and office workers. 

On the other hand, we have university students with highly random daily traffics during non-

exam periods. The notion of randomness can be used as a part of our heuristic for inducing 

new rules. 

AR No2: Accessing the traces which over specific period of time (i.e. one week) have 

initiated form the same geographical location (approximately: the level of accuracy should 

be determined by the system admins) and ended in same geographical location during 

same time frames (between 8-9 from home to school or office every working day) should 

be limited. 

Although, the AR No2 is somehow vague but it reflects the main idea. How to limit the 

access can be achieved differently. Some suggestive ways could be: 

• Not storing actual source and/or destinations for highly repetitive daily traffics: this 

way the home-office path taken by an office worker would be reflected into the 

database as a trace starting from the closest central location in the neighborhood. 

• Adding non-accuracy to the trace: for instance using the Dropped Samples technique 

introduced in chapter3. 

B) Lonely Traces and After Hour Traces 

The same line of thinking regarding the randomness in the daily traffic would lead to an 

interesting storage rule which seem to be general enough to be able to be used in any location-
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based application. In low populated areas with low density of inhabitants, locational traces 

can be easily mapped to the people living in that area. For instance, how many people could 

be found who live in one specific suburb in Uppsala and travel to Kista Science Tower on 

daily bases? Knowing that the subject works in some place in Kista and lives in a suburb in 

Uppsala 

SR No3: Traces in low populated areas should be stored with decreased levels of 

accuracy. 

 This storage rule protects the privacy of the end users who leave in not crowded parts of 

the town. But there is also another scenario where lonely traces could be found within specific 

time frames. I like to call these traces after hour traces. As it is obvious from the name, 

traces which happen to be in the late /early hours of the day even in most populated parts of 

the town will be lonely traces. As an attacker, having knowledge about late working hours of 

the subject (i.e. night buss driver, police petrol, hospital emergency staff, etc.), or some 

nightlife habits of the subject (for instance the preferred bar or night club) can easily lead to 

have a really low numbers of traces to start working with. Having in the mind that after hour 

traces will not be target to the SR No3 (because these traces are usually taking place down 

town which is not considered as a low population part), a suggestive access rule for protecting 

user’s privacy in such cases would be: 

AR No3: Traces in after hour time frames (specific time frames should be defined by 

system admins) should always be truncated to the limits of the nearest central location. 

 AR No 3 means that any after hour trace will always be retrieved from the locational 

database as a truncated trace. The trace’s tail which possibly leads to the subject’s home 

address will never be returned. Ending the trace with the nearest central location in the 

neighborhood guarantees the impossibility to map the trace to any of the inhabitants of the 

neighborhood.  

C) Highly Random Traces 

 Although we identified nonrandom traces as targets for inference attacks, but having high 

randomness in the traces can also lead to privacy breaches. For a normal person (school 

student, office worker, house wife, shop keeper, etc.) daily traffics are usually limited to the 

short paths travelled within really short ranges. Based on the level of accuracy of the 

locational data sender/receivers, these indoor traffics are either ignored (the subject is seemed 

to be immobile over some period of time) or being stored as short range traces.  
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 Having said all above, being able to identify traces with the same source (starting point) 

with very high levels of randomness over a period of time could have indications on the 

subject of the traces. In our defined personas we have already identified university students as 

users with high levels of daily random traces. Other possible personas with the same kind of 

behavior would be (taxi drivers, buss drivers, marketing visitors, post men, etc.). As an 

attacker, having pre-knowledge on the subject’s occupation can help to reduce the amount of 

to be processed traces.  In order to protect this kind of end users privacy concerns we need 

additional rules. 

 The problem here is the fact that randomness (a.k.a. anomaly) is usually a positive factor in 

counter inference attack mechanisms. Dropped samples and noising the traces are examples 

on how to introduce randomness in the traces database. But when the randomness gets higher 

than some level it becomes a security breach itself. So, how to deal with high levels of 

randomness? 

  AR No4: over periods of time with high levels of randomness, access to the traces 

should be governed by reasonably defined time frames. 

 AR No 4 is an interesting rule in the sense that it introduces a new approach in controlling 

access to the locational data. Almost all the rules and idioms that have been mentioned in this 

article up to now are based on limitations on accessing the locational data themselves. In other 

words, try to manipulate the amount of geographical data (by dropping the samples, 

introducing noise, truncation, etc.). AR No4 suggests the application of time for controlling 

the access.  

 As an example, consider a university student who has large number of daily traffic during 

the day. We cannot use any of the mentioned rules in order to protect this subject’s privacy. 

Since, all of them are based on the idiom of make it possible for the lonely traces to blend in 

with other traces in the nearest crowded area. Here we have a situation where the areas 

travelled by the subject are usually crowded enough, but it is the amount of travels that make 

the subject to stand out from other people. 

 Applying AR No4, we can control access to subject’s traces by defining a good-enough 

time frame. During subject’s rush hours, the trace is fragmented to frames as long as defined 

time frame. No timely subsequent trace paths should be accessed by the user. For instance, we 

define the time frame as 30 minutes and assume that our student has high mobility between  

10 AM and 16 PM during the day. Queries for this subject’s trace would result in getting 
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timely splited fragments of 30 minutes. No one can follow the subject continuously for more 

than 30 minutes. This way we can reduce the mobility by 30 minutes per hour.  

  It is important to consider that this approach is applicable only when the high amounts of 

traffic take place in some limited geographical positions. This is the case for university 

students and post-men, but possibly not for buss drivers and definitely not for taxi drivers. 

The main reason in utilizing this rule is to conceal some of the subject’s mobility during the 

day. If the subject travels long distances over time, utilizing this rule would result in getting 

jump cuts in the traces which directly implies high mobility itself.  
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6 Discussion 

Emergence of location-based applications with lots of interesting features applicable for 

every one has risen on important question: how to protect user’s privacy concerns while 

making it possible for people to access the priceless locational data? This is a question which 

lots of the scientists in different IT branches have been struggling with over the last years.  

Almost three years ago, I started working on this topic as a part of a team consisting of five 

people at SICS (Swedish Institute of Technology) working on a project sponsored by Telia 

AB. The project was to prepare a proposal of a mobile application for tracking people. This 

software would be installed on Telia subscribers’ cell phone and upon their approval would be 

used to log people’s movements during the day.  The log files would be uploaded to a web 

server every 5 minutes. The only concern was to provide enough measures for preserving user 

privacy. Although, the project was canceled by Telia after almost a year, but it was interesting 

enough for me to continue working on it and do my thesis based on this work. 

I started my report by an almost intensive chapter about privacy itself. The definition of the 

privacy itself seemed inevitable when trying to do a project for preserving user privacy. Next 

chapter was about the current state of research on the topic. As it obvious in the report these 

researches have been highly used in developing the main idea of this project.  

Chapters 4 and 5 are the actual contribution of this project. Reviewing from chapter one, 

the final goal of this project was to protect privacy of the end users of a location-based 

application by applying access control rules which have been extracted based on pre-defined 

personas. A persona is a group of people with similarities in their daily traffic patterns and 

habits. In our theoretical project, we proposed usage of common practices in people’s daily 

traffic in order to protect their privacy against inference attacks. 

Maybe the most important factor regarding our suggestive solution against inference 

attacks on locational data is its cultural, geographical, and demographical dependencies. As I 

have emphasized in different parts of this report, the process of defining the personas and 

categorizing their special traffic attributes is completely related to where the project is 

performed and who are the end users. Defined personas for a location tracing application 

inside a university campus (similar to Active Badge project) are not applicable for a project 

similar to what Telia AB wanted to do. On the other hand, defining school student as one of 

the personas in our context, daily transportation habits and characteristics of a Swedish school 

student is not similar to those of an Indian or an American student. 
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 Correctly choosing the personas and indentifying their specific transportation behaviors 

and habits is the bottleneck of the whole process. What comes afterwards is the access control 

rule extraction process which has heuristic nature. I have reviewed some of the heuristics in 

chapter 3. And in the last chapter we tried to show the process of creating new rules based on 

the situation in hand. Although, some of the heuristics reviewed in this report might not be 

hundred percent practically useful for a real world project, but the goal of this project as a 

theoretical and research based project was more to show the guide-lines and milestones. 

Applying these rules in a practical project was out of the scope of this project. 

 

6.1 Future Work 

 This project was started as the research phase of an even bigger project. The final goal was 

to implement a tracing application with the built-in module for privacy protection. As 

discussed earlier, the project was declined by Telia AB and therefore we never got the chance 

to actually implement the software. It would be really interesting to see how all these 

theoretical assumptions would work under production. It would be even more interesting to 

see how successfully would function the build-in access control module against inference 

attacks, from both functional and non-functional perspectives.  

I think implementing a prototype of the access control mechanism for locational-data based 

on the notion of Personas and integrating it with one of the currently available location-based 

application would be the first step against measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of out 

suggestive solution. 
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Abstract 

 
Usage of locational data is getting more popular day by day. Location-aware 

application, context aware application and Ubiquities applications are some of the major 

categories of applications which are based on locational data.  

One of the most concerning issues regarding such applications is how to protect 

user’s privacy against malicious attackers. Failing in this task would result in a total 

failure for the project, considering how privacy concerns are getting more and more 

important for the end users. 

In this project, we will propose a theoretical solution for protecting user privacy in 

location-based application against inference attacks. Our solution is based on 

categorizing target users into pre-defined groups (a. k. a. Personas) and utilizing their 

common characteristics in order to synthesize access control rules for the collected data. 
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